Owing to a renewed interest in advanced-concept transport aircraft with active boundary-layer control (suction and/or blowing), a generalized multipoint method for the inverse design of airfoils with slot suction in incompressible potential flow is presented. The results predicted by theory show good agreement with experiment. Such a design tool could be used interactively to perform rapid trade studies to examine the potential payoff for boundary-layer control as applied to the advanced-concept wings. The method, which is based on conformal mapping, draws on the theory first published by Eppler ( 
Subscripts +
= airfoil coordinates = airfoil -plane complex coordinate, x + iy = angle of attack from zero-lift angle = angle of attack from zero-lift angle for segment / = angle of attack for zero lift = multipoint design angle-of-attack distribution = design location of the suction slot for segment i = multipoint design suction-slot location distribution = circulation strength = multipoint design front stagnation point distribution = design location of the stagnation point downstream of the suction slot for segment i = multipoint design slot-suction stagnation point distribution = trailing-edge angle parameter = circle -plane complex coordinate, £ + ir] or e l * = design distribution of the flow direction about airfoil = main recovery parameters = step function = fluid density = arc limit for segment denoting junction between segments i and / + 1 = relative arc limit for segment i, cf> -(f> i -l = closure recovery arc limits = approach from positive side = approach from negative side Introduction A LTHOUGH conventional configurations for the subsonic commercial or transport aircraft are most widely accepted, there is growing interest among the aerospace engineering community in some of the advanced concepts such as the Goldschmied's thick-wing spanloader all-freighter 1 shown in Fig. 1 . Goldschmied's conceptual design study was based on a synthesis of proven technologies. Some of these were the 1946 Northrop XB-35 Flying Wing, the 1951 31.5%-thick modified GLAS II laminar-flow airfoil with slot-suction boundary-layer control, and the Goldschmied high-efficiency centrifugal blower. The results of the study revealed that the thick-wing spanloader had an aerodynamic transport efficiency 1 of 25 as compared with a maximum value of 10 for the conventional cargo aircraft. The results were based on the use of suction slots to remove the boundary layer at the points on the airfoil where the flow has a tendency to separate. Thus, very thick airfoils could be designed to exhibit laminar flow characteristics over a greater part of the surface throughout a C t range that is large enough to completely cover the normal flight range, and which are also thick enough to provide ample room for the stowage of engines, passengers, and other loads. The fact that very large lift coefficients can be obtained from thick airfoils with active boundary-layer control (suction and/or blowing) without separation has not only been predicted through analytical models such as those of Glauert, 2 " 4 but has also been confirmed through numerous experimental studies.
"
10 Recently, these studies have generated a renewed interest 11 " 13 in such advanced concepts. Glauert's method 2 "
4 for the design of slot-suction airfoils is well known. It is interesting, however, that Glauert's method does not actually account for suction at the slot location. It can be shown that for slot suction on an airfoil, a stagnation point must exist on the airfoil surface just downstream of the slot. Glauert's airfoils do not exhibit this characteristic feature.
Moreover, there is no specified parameter related to the amount of suction. Instead, the velocity distributions of Glauert-type airfoils (see Fig. 2 ) show a step drop in the velocity at the location of the slot. Lighthill 14 has also suggested the same strategy for designing airfoils with slot suction. This type of velocity distribution can be obtained by making the pressure recovery infinitely steep at the slot location. The point of the infinitely steep pressure recovery is represented on the airfoil surface by an infinite spiral (shown in exaggerated view in Figs. 2 and 3 ). On the surface as the flow enters the spiral, the velocity approaches the value before the drop. On the way out of the spiral (on the other side of the spiral inlet), the velocity is equal to the value past the drop.
Although clear from the theory, it is possible to verify computationally that Glauert's well-known GLAS II airfoil shown in Fig. 3a was designed by prescribing a step drop (step function) in the velocity distribution at the slot location. The panel method of the Eppler code 15 ' 16 was used to produce the velocity distribution shown in Fig. 3a . The resulting velocity distribution exhibits minor oscillations on either side of the step drop similar to the Gibbs phenomenon observed when a step function is approximated by a regular or smooth function. The computer program described in Selig and Maughmer 17 was used to design an airfoil that nearly matched the GLAS II airfoil shape. The airfoil shown in Fig. 3b was designed to have a very steep drop in the velocity distribution at the slot location to simulate a step function. No suction was used in the design. The resulting airfoil is almost identical in every respect to the GLAS II airfoil, which verifies that Glauert's airfoil did not employ suction, but a step drop in the velocity as expected.
A design method for slot-suction airfoils should include the effects of true suction at the slot location; that is, the flow model should first include a sink on the airfoil surface at the slot-suction location. Second, since the primary purpose of suction is to improve the airfoil performance by removing the boundary layer, which would otherwise separate owing to a sharp pressure rise in the pressure recovery region, it makes it necessary to integrate the development of the associated viscous boundary layer into the multipoint inverse design method so that it can lead to the design of practical airfoils. With such a design method in hand, several practical issues could be addressed and interesting tradeoffs could be explored. For example, for a desired net pressure recovery, how much suction is required? Alternatively, for a set amount of suction, how much pressure recovery can be achieved? Is it advantageous to vary the amount of suction depending on the flight conditions? Also, how much power is required for the suction system based on mass flow requirements? Although these interesting and important design-related questions are not currently addressed, the inviscid inverse design method presented here could in the future be extended to include viscous effect and thereby pave the way toward furthering our understanding of the myriad of tradeoffs involved in the design of advancedconcept aircraft that take advantage of the slot suction.
Theory
The theory behind the design of airfoils with slot suction is similar to that presented by Selig and Maughmer 17 ; the difference derives principally from the presence of a sink on the airfoil surface. Although the presence of the sink in the flow introduces a singularity into the flowfield, it is a good representation or model of the suction effect on the velocity distribution, i.e., the velocity increases in front of the suction slot and decreases behind it. 18 A conceptual illustration of the flow around a circle and an airfoil with slot (point) suction is shown in Fig. 4 .
The flow in the £ plane is modeled by the presence of a uniform flow of unit velocity at an angle of attack a, a vortex of strength T at the origin, and a point sink of strength Q S (Q S < 0). The sink is placed at £ = b in the flowfield so that when a unit circle centered at the origin is added to the flow, using the Milne-Thomson circle theorem, 19 it falls on the boundary of the circle at £ = b = e lf *. The complex potential for the flowfield with the circle added is given by -b) and where (2) is the circulation strength required to satisfy the Kutta condition by fixing the rear stagnation point at £ = 1.
Since a stagnation point must exist downstream of the suction slot, say, at £ = d -e i8 on the circle, imposing this condition requires that
The front stagnation point is then located at £ =/= e iy > where y=7r+2o: + /3 -8. And the complex velocity is given by f\ .-*, (4) which on the circle £ = e 1 * becomes dF = 4 sin 11 The complex velocity about the circle in the £ plane is alternatively written as dF = 4 sin f sm
27T is a step function introduced to account for the jumps in the flow direction at the two stagnation points and at the suction slot. The asterisk mark refers to the desired design conditions.
The flow about the circle in the £ plane is mapped to the flow about an arbitrary airfoil in the z plane via z = z(£) (see Fig. 5 ). The derivative of the mapping function on the unit circle is assumed to be of the form dz exp which must satisfy three conditions: 1) the airfoil trailing-edge angle must be finite, 2) the flow at infinity must be unaltered, and 3) the airfoil contour must close. These conditions on the mapping lead to the integral constraints 17 that must be satisfied for multipoint inverse airfoil design.
The complex velocity in the z plane on the boundary of the unit circle is expressed as dF dz (9) To reflect the jumps in the flow direction, the previous equation is rewritten as dF dz
where |v(<£) | = v*(<£) and 0(<£) is replaced by 0*(<£). To relate v*(<£) and 0*(<fc) to the series coefficient of the mapping derivative, the complex velocity is written alternatively as
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (8) into Eq. (11) and taking the natural logarithm of the resulting equation yields the following result:
where 0 < </> ^ 27T. Thus, the specification of velocity v*(<£), the angle of attack «*(<£), the location of the suction slot j3*(<£), and the location of the stagnation point downstream of the suction slot 8*(<f)) uniquely determines P(<j>). Alternatively, specifying the airfoil flow direction 0*(<£), «*(<£), j3*(</>), and 6*(#) uniquely determines Q(ff>). Since P(<j>) and g(<£) are conjugate harmonic functions, then from either one the corresponding harmonic function is determined through the Poisson's integral formula exterior to the circle. Once P(<£) and Q(<f>) are known, the airfoil coordinates *(</>) and v(</>) are then obtained through quadrature.
Multipoint Design Capability of the Theory
The function P(<f>) depends only on <f > and is defined by specifying v* (</>), «*(<£), j3* (<£), and 6* (</>), now called the design velocity distribution and the corresponding distributions of the design angle of attack, location of the suction slot, and the stagnation point downstream of the suction slot, respectively. Since it is only necessary that P(<f>) be continuous, a discontinuity in any one or a combination of the design variables, i.e., v*(<£), «*(<£), j3*(<£), and 6*(</>), must be compensated by a corresponding discontinuity in any one or a combination of the remaining design variables. This is the most important point of the theory, and it is on this basis that the multipoint design is accomplished. Thus, the airfoil can be divided into a number of segments along which the design velocity distribution along with the design values for «*(</>), j3*(<£), and 6*(<£) are specified. It is helpful for design purposes to let «*(</>), j3*(<£), and 6*(<£) be constant over any given segment; whereas v*(<£) should be allowed to vary to obtain some desired velocity distribution. Then, to ensure continuity between segments, the following condition must be satisfied: (14) or from Eq. (12) cos
cos r^L (15) where <& is the arc limit between segments / and i + 1. Thus, different design parameters [e.g., slot-suction location /3*(<£)] or operating conditions may be specified with respect to different segments on the circle yielding a multipoint design.
Airfoil Lift, Drag, and Moment
The forces and the pitching moment acting on the airfoil are determined from the Blasius relations, which are (16) (17) where C z is any closed curve that encircles the airfoil. The resulting airfoil lift and drag components of the forces are
which in coefficient form are
Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) 
Note that for Q s < 0, which corresponds to suction, a positive value for the inviscid drag coefficient results. Thus, the introduction of slot suction on the airfoil not only results in an increased lift because of increased circulation around the airfoil, but also in a nonzero value for the inviscid drag, which is purely because of suction. The magnitude of the inviscid drag coefficient is found to be exactly twice that of the slotsuction coefficient. This result that suction produces drag is in contrast to the speculations of Goldschmied 1 that slot suction results in a thrust.
The expression for the pitching moment about the origin of the z plane (positive clockwise) is given by 
Solution Formulation
Like in any inverse design method, the specification of velocity is not completely arbitrary. To satisfy the three integral constraints on P(<t>), the specification of P(<f>) through v*(<£), «*($), /3*(</>), and 6*(</>) must contain at least three free parameters to be determined by solution. Selig and Maughmer 17 introduce these three parameters in a way that facilitates the numerical solution, allows for implementation into a multidimensional Newton iteration, and makes it possible to design practical airfoils. The same approach is used here for the inverse design of airfoils with slot suction.
Velocity Laws
The prescribed velocity distribution must satisfy not only the integral constraints and the continuity conditions, but in the vicinity of the singular points of the flow, it must follow a special law. This condition is apparent from Eq. (12), which gives X CSC (27) In addition to the leading-and trailing-edge stagnation point velocity laws dictated by the last cosine term and the term (2 sin </>/2) e , respectively, the velocity in the vicinity of must conform to the following laws: 
where the functions g(<f>) and h((f>) are positive nonzero functions.
Specification of the Velocity Distribution
The form used for the specification of the velocity distribution is similar to that given by Selig and Maughmer, 17 except that now we introduce a new function W G (</>, /), called the suction function for segment i, into the velocity distribution so that it conforms to the additional velocity laws given by Eqs. (28) where </>/_! < </> < </>,. These are accompanied by the specification of the design values for a*(<£) = a h j3*(<£) = ft, and S*(</>) = s t for that segment. Since it is more convenient (for design purposes) to specify the suction strength distribution Q?(<f)) instead of 5*(</>), the latter is found numerically from Eq. (3) for a given set of design conditions.
Suction Function
With this method, airfoils may be designed with the suction slot present on a segment at its design condition. For such a segment (one designed with slot suction on the segment), now termed an on-suction segment, the velocity distribution must satisfy the velocity laws given by Eqs. (28) and (29). However, on any segment outside of the on-suction segment, now termed as the off-suction segment, it is not necessary for the velocity distribution to conform to the velocity laws. To implement these ideas, the suction function, for the j'th segment when suction is present, is given by 
Validation of Theoretical Results
A five-segment airfoil was designed to match the Glauert GLAS II airfoil, which has a suction slot at 0.69c and f/c max = 0.315. The resulting airfoil shape and velocity distributions are shown in Fig The difference in the values of C d is because the experimental results were obtained from a wake survey and therefore do not account for the drag component because of suction; whereas, the theoretical results account for inviscid drag caused by suction alone.
Design Examples
Two examples are presented in this section merely to demonstrate the design procedure and to illustrate the capabilities of the method. In the discussion that follows, only those aspects that are unique to the integration of the slot suction into the method are discussed in detail, since the other more general issues can be found in Ref. 17 .
As a first example, the design of a five-segment Glauerttype airfoil with a cusped trailing edge e = 0 is presented. Table 1 lists the initial values of some of the design variables. For simplicity, the design distributions of the suction-slot lo- cation and the corresponding suction strength are specified as constants over all segments, i.e., /3*(</>) = 51.5 deg and Q*(<t>) = -0.22, respectively, which can be different for each segment based on the multipoint design requirements. Moreover, for segment 2, the relative design velocity distribution function v 2 (</> 2 ) is prescribed as a linear function of $ 2 by the following relation:
where the slope (dv 2 /d$ 2 ), is set equal to 1.3. After having defined all of the independent variables in the design, as the next step, the eight unknowns, v 2 , v 3 , v 4 , v 5 , JJL, £,, K H9 and K H are determined. First of all, the continuity condition, Eq. (15), is used to determine the velocity levels v 2 , v 3 , v 4 , and v 5 . The values of ILL, ju,, K H , and K H are then determined from the solution of a system of equations. The complete design velocity distribution v*(<£) is then obtained and used to form P(<£) along with the other design variables. The conjugate harmonic function Q((f>) is then determined through the Poisson's integral. Finally, the airfoil coordinates are computed from P(<£) and g (<£) .
To obtain an airfoil with an uncrossed trailing edge, a trailing-edge velocity ratio of less than unity is required. The trailing-edge velocity ratio of less than unity can usually be obtained when the sum K H + K H is in the range 0-0.8. Since the initial values for the design may not yield a sum within this range, a multidimensional Newton iteration is employed in the design to accomplish this task. In this process, a desired value for the dependent variable is obtained by iterating on the value of an independent design variable. During each iteration, the process outlined in the previous paragraph is repeated until the calculated values are within a given tolerance of the desired values. This procedure is usually performed in stages.
For example, for the airfoil under discussion, initially a twodimensional Newton iteration is performed to obtain K H = -0.35 and K H -0.30. This is accomplished by iterating on the leading-edge arc limit </> 3 and the velocity level Vj, respectively. After obtaining a converged solution, a third variable is added to the Newton iteration by requiring that (//c) max = 0.315, which is equal to that of the GLAS II airfoil. This desired thickness is achieved by increasing the upper-surface a*((f>) by a given amount and decreasing the lower-surf ace values by the same amount. After obtaining a converged solution, two more variables are introduced into the Newton iteration to complete the design of a Glauert-type airfoil. These require that the x/c location corresponding to <f> 2 and <£ 4 be at 0.68c and 0.62c, respectively. Table 2 lists the values of some of the design variables after the final converged solution and the respective lift and drag coefficients for each of the design conditions. exploit this capability for the sake of simplicity. In the previous example, /3*(<£) and Q?(</>) were specified as constants, whereas «*(<£) was specified as one value for the first three segments and as another value for the last two segments. In addition to it, a linear relative design velocity distribution Vt(<j>i) was also specified for segment 2. After the specification of these design variables, £*(<£) is determined numerically from Eq. (3), w e (<£, i) is determined with the help of Eq. (31), and the velocity levels v/ are obtained from the continuity equation, i.e., Eq. (15). The velocity distributions are then drawn with the help of Eq. (30) at the design a*(</>). The thick lines indicate the complete design velocity distribution v*(<£) that is used to form P(<f>) along with the other design variables. Then Q(<j>) is determined from the Poisson's integral formula, and finally, both P(<f>) and Q(<f>) are used to obtain the airfoil shape. The harmonic functions P(<f>) and Q(<f>) are shown in Fig. 8 and the resulting airfoil shape is shown in Fig. 9 along with the velocity distributions at a = 15.73 and 0.01 deg.
As a second example, a 13-segment high-lift suction airfoil was designed such that /3*(<£) = 45.5 deg, Q*(<£) = -0.12, K H = 0.45, K H = -0.40, and (f/c) max = 0.12. The resulting airfoil shape and velocity distributions are shown in Fig. 10 . It has a C/ of 3.2 and a C d of 0.0683 at a = 25 deg. This example illustrates that quite high lift coefficients can be achieved by employing suction on the airfoil. Two important observations can be gleaned from example airfoils presented. First, a comparison of the Glauert-like airfoil shown in Fig. 9 with the GLAS II airfoil shown in Fig. 2 indicates that the Glauert airfoil was designed by specifying a step drop in the velocity distribution rather than by actually employing suction at the slot location. The introduction of the step drop in the velocity results in a spiral at the slot location, which interestingly is absent if the effects of suction are included in the specification of the velocity distribution as evident from Fig. 9 . Second, both examples confirm that a significant amount of pressure recovery can be achieved by employing suction in the vicinity of the trailing edge.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Several important conclusions can be drawn from this study. 1) It is evident that a discontinuous change in the velocity distribution is not a satisfactory model to represent the behavior of flow in the vicinity of the suction slot, and as a result, it leads to a surface discontinuity in the form of a spiral at the slot location.
2) To accurately model the flow near a suction slot, the velocity must undergo a sink effect, i.e., it must increase in front of the slot and decrease behind it. A good representation of the sink effect can be achieved through the use of a sink at the slot location.
3) A new and versatile method for the multipoint design of suction airfoils in incompressible flow is now available.
4) The method readily generalizes to multiple suction slots. 5) The theory predicts an increased lift coefficient and a nonzero value for the inviscid drag coefficient as a result of employing slot suction on airfoils. The increase in lift coefficient is as a result of an offset provided by suction since the lift-curve slope remains unchanged by suction. Most important of all, the theory predicts that the value of the inviscid drag coefficient is exactly equal to twice the magnitude of the suction coefficient.
6) As evident from the design examples, a significant amount of pressure recovery can be achieved by employing suction.
The fact that a significant amount of pressure recovery can be achieved by employing suction alone is useful in many of the applications related to the advanced-concept wings. For example, suction could be employed over very thick wings to prevent separation of the boundary-layer, which would otherwise result in a huge drag penalty. As another example, thin airfoils could be made to operate at very high angles of attack without flow separation. A natural extension of the present method is, therefore, the integration of the viscous boundarylayer analysis into the design of suction airfoils to enhance its versatility. Lastly, the increased airfoil performance is not without a cost and opens a door to a range of issues that must be addressed and explored to recognize the true merits of slotsuction airfoils.
